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In near-term quantum computing devices, connectivity between qubits remain limited by archi-
tectural constraints. A computational circuit with given connectivity requirements necessary for
multi-qubit gates have to be embedded within physical hardware with fixed connectivity. Long-
distance gates have to be done by first routing the relevant qubits together. The simplest routing
strategy involves the use of swap gates to swap the information carried by two unconnected qubits to
connected ones. Ideal swap gates just permute the qubits; real swap gates, however, have the added
possibilities of causing simultaneous errors on the qubits involved and spreading errors across the
circuit. A general swap scheme thus changes the error-propagation properties of a circuit, including
those necessary for fault-tolerant functioning of a circuit. Here, we present a simple strategy to
design the swap scheme needed to embed an abstract circuit onto a physical hardware with con-
strained connectivity, in a manner that preserves the fault-tolerant properties of the abstract circuit.
The embedded circuit will, of course, be noisier, compared to a native implementation of the ab-
stract circuit, but we show in the examples of embedding surface codes on heavy-hexagonal and
hexagonal lattices that the deterioration is not severe. This then offers a straightforward solution
to implementing circuits with fault-tolerance properties on current hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing offers the potential to solve prob-
lems intractable on classical computers. Full realisation
of that potential demands the use of large-scale fault-
tolerant quantum hardware [1–4] capable of reliable op-
erations between arbitrary subsets of qubits in the com-
puter. In near-term quantum devices, connectivity be-
tween qubits remain limited by architectural constraints,
so operations between some subsets of qubits—usually
spatially distant ones—cannot be directly implemented
[5–8]. Instead, one employs a procedure that routes the
information carried by those qubits to ones that are con-
nected, perform the necessary operation, and then route
the information back.

Routing procedures, integral to circuit synthesis [9, 10]
and compilation [11], include elaborate entanglement-
based ones that create a “portal” between the original
and target qubits [12], physical shuttling of the qubits
[13–15], and simplistic strategies that use swap gates to
effect the information transport along some “wire” of in-
tervening qubits [16–20]. Ideal swap gates simply per-
mute the qubits; real swap gates, however, can cause si-
multaneous errors on the qubits involved, and can spread
errors across the circuit. A swap scheme thus generally
changes the error-propagation properties of a circuit, and
destroys associated fault-tolerance features designed into
the original circuit.
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Nevertheless, we show here that, by a simple restriction
of the allowed swap-moves, we can look for swap-based
routing schemes that embed arbitrary circuits onto phys-
ical hardware with constrained connectivity in a manner
that preserves the fault-tolerant properties. Specifically,
the error-patterns from faults in the embedded circuit
resemble those of the original circuit; the former thus in-
herits any fault-tolerant properties—determined by the
error-patterns that can be corrected—of the latter. The
simplicity of our swap rules make them easy to incorpo-
rate into existing circuit-synthesis algorithms. Of course,
there will be increased noise in the embedded circuit, due
to the added swap gates. We show, however, that in the
examples of surface code circuits embedded on heavy-
hexagonal and hexagonal lattices, our swap schemes are
fairly efficient so that the noise deterioration is mild. Our
routing strategy thus offers an immediate route to imple-
menting circuits with fault-tolerant properties on current
hardware.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Consider a quantum circuit that carries out a specific
function—an algorithmic sub-routine, an error-correction
procedure, etc. We call this the abstract circuit, acting on
abstract qubits. An interaction graph describes the con-
nectivity needed (with a specified temporal order) for the
multi-qubit gates in the circuit. We want to implement
this circuit on a given hardware, with its physical qubits,
its set of primitive gates, and its connectivity, i.e., a de-
vice graph that describes the possible multi-qubit gates
between physical qubits.
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The task here is to embed the abstract circuit onto the
hardware, using swap gates to transport computational
information spatially, so that the abstract circuit can be
carried out as a sequence of physical operations. Each
abstract qubit is assigned to exactly one physical qubit
at any point in time. We refer to these physical qubits
as the computational qubits; the leftover ones are called
routing qubits. The separation of physical qubits into
computational and routing qubits changes as the compu-
tation proceeds, as the information carried by the com-
putational qubits is routed via swap gates. The actual
circuit carried out on the hardware, including the swap
gates and routing qubits, is referred to as the physical
circuit. Computational operations refer to those in the
physical circuit that correspond to operations in the ab-
stract circuit. We assume the abstract circuit is already
compiled into a circuit that employs only the types of
primitive gates available on the hardware, but it may
contain multi-qubit gates on abstract qubits assigned to
computational qubits not connected on the device graph;
such gates are referred to as long-distance gates.

In the physical circuit, a long-distance gate from the
abstract circuit is realized as a sequence of swaps to
bring the computational qubits to connected positions
on the device graph so that the multi-qubit gate can be
implemented. We can abstract this back into an effec-
tive multi-qubit gate on the abstract qubits by tracing
away the routing qubits. In the ideal case, this effective
gate is exactly equal to the abstract gate; in reality, the
swap gates and routing qubits can introduce errors so
that the effective gate has a different noise description
than a native abstract gate. We refer to the abstraction
of the physical circuit back into just action on the ab-
stract qubits, together with the resulting noise, as the
embedded circuit.
Central to our discussion is the swap gate, a two-qubit

linear operation that acts as

SWAP(|ϕ⟩1 |ψ⟩2) = |ψ⟩1 |ϕ⟩2 , (1)

for arbitrary states |ϕ⟩ and |ψ⟩ on the two participating
qubits; this extends to arbitrary (non-product) two-qubit
states by linearity. An ideal swap gate interchanges the
states carried by the two qubits. Any errors in the input
state emerge unchanged in the output state, following the
respective qubit that brought in the error. The swap can
thus be thought of simply as a weaving of the quantum
wires, with the state and any errors continuing to be
carried by the same wire. A faulty swap gate, however,
can introduce new errors. We write the faulty swap gate
as the map E ◦ SWAP, where SWAP is the ideal gate,
and E describes the noise channel. E can cause errors
on one or both qubits involved; it can also spread errors
such that incoming errors on one qubit can contaminate
the other qubit.

We employ the typical noise model used in discussing
fault tolerance of quantum circuits. When a circuit lo-
cation [21]—a space-time location in the circuit at which
a state preparation, a gate (including the identity for a

waiting time-step), or a measurement is carried out—
functions imperfectly, we say that a fault has occurred
there. A fault on a multi-qubit gate can cause simul-
taneous errors on one or more of the qubits involved;
those errors are allowed to be arbitrary operators (we
expect our approach to generalize to biased-noise situa-
tions [22, 23], but we leave this for future work). For con-
creteness, we assume a stochastic model for faults: Faults
occur independently on individual circuit locations, each
with probability p. This can be generalized to a local
model, where the independence property is lifted to the
constraint that ℓ faults occur with probability no larger
than O(pℓ). A fault-path refers to a specification of cir-
cuit locations with faults. Its weight is the number of
faults, so a fault-path of weight ℓ occurs with probability
pℓ. Each fault-path results in a set of error-patterns on
the qubits, with each error-pattern specifying the (nor-
malized) error operators applied to the qubits involved
in the fault-path. The weight of an error-pattern is the
weight of the associated fault-path.
We use this noise model for both physical and abstract

circuits. In the latter case, we imagine directly imple-
menting the abstract circuit on the hardware without
any SWAPs, disregarding connectivity constraints. This
gives us a noisy abstract circuit, against which the per-
formance of our embedded circuit is benchmarked.

III. ERROR-PATTERN-PRESERVING
ROUTING

We want a routing schedule, using swap gates, that im-
plements the interaction graph on the given device graph,
with fault-tolerance properties as specified below. The
abstract circuit is embedded as a sequence of compu-
tational layers, during which computational operations
occur. Each adjacent pair of computational layers is sep-
arated by a sequence of swap gates that route the com-
putational qubits around so that long-distance gates in
the next computational layer can be implemented.
We allow for two types of swap gates: (1) Type-1

SWAP– a swap gate between a computational qubit and
a routing qubit; (2) Type-2 SWAP– a swap gate between
two computational qubits that participate in the same
operation (or circuit location) in the computational layer
either immediately before or after the swap sequence. We
refer to that computational operation as one associated
with the type-2 SWAP. Our routing schedules use only
types-1 and 2 SWAPs. We do not use swaps between two
routing qubits—these add no useful moves to routing the
computational information (though they can change the
noise properties of the embedded circuit).
Our main result is to show that an error-pattern in

the embedded circuit arising from faulty SWAPs can be
mimicked by having an equivalent- or lower-weight fault-
path on the computational operations only. The set of
error-patterns for the embedded circuit then coincides
with that for the noisy abstract circuit; we refer to this as
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the error-pattern-preserving (EPP) property of a routing
schedule.

To show the EPP property, we first consider routing
schedules comprising only type-1 SWAPs. Faulty type-1
SWAPs can introduce spatio-temporally correlated errors
in the embedded circuit absent in the abstract circuit.
This can occur when multiple computational qubits are
swapped with the same routing qubit. Nevertheless, the
following lemma shows that such correlated errors occur
with a probability resembling that of independent errors.

Lemma 1. Consider a weight-k error-pattern in the
noisy abstract circuit. If only type-1 SWAPs are allowed,
this error-pattern spreads to weight k+ℓ in the embedded
circuit only if at least ℓ type-1 SWAPs are faulty, which
occurs with probability O(pℓ).

Proof. If all SWAPs in the routing schedule are ideal,
ℓ = 0, and the weight-k error-pattern is inherited with-
out change by the embedded circuit. A faulty SWAP
anywhere, occurring with probability p, can introduce
errors on the participating computational and routing
qubits. The error on the computational qubit adds an
error in the error pattern in the embedded circuit. The
error on the routing qubit—either generated by the faulty
swap gate, or spread by the faulty swap gate from an ex-
isting error in the computational qubit—can spread to
another computational qubit it is swapped with only if
that subsequent SWAP is also faulty. Hence, each addi-
tional error on a computational qubit arises only from a
faulty SWAP; ℓ additional errors require at least ℓ faulty
SWAPs, which occur with probability O(pℓ).

Lemma 1 tells us that we can view any error-pattern
modified by faulty type-1 SWAPs as if they were gener-
ated by additional single-qubit faults, one on each com-
putational qubit involved in a faulty SWAP, occurring
with probability p. Since we assume arbitrary errors for
every fault, we need not worry about how the specific
error operator on a computational qubit gets modified
in subsequent gates; the added fault on it can simply be
absorbed into a fault on the operation it participates in
in the nearest computational layer.

We thus see how an error-pattern in the embedded cir-
cuit, in part due to faulty (type-1) SWAPs, can be mim-
icked by a fault-path on the noisy abstract circuit. For
the fault-path in the physical circuit that gave the error-
pattern in the embedded circuit, faults on computational
operations are assigned to the corresponding operations
in the abstract circuit. Each fault on a type-1 SWAP
can be viewed as a single-qubit fault on the computa-
tional qubit involved. This single-qubit fault is allocated
to the operation involving that qubit in the nearest com-
putational layer; the corresponding abstract operation is
assigned a fault. Faults allocated to multiple qubits that
participate in the same computational operation can be
combined into a single fault on that operation, and in-
herited by the corresponding abstract operation; if that
operation is already faulty, any additional faults are ab-
sorbed into the existing fault. We thus end up with an

abstract-circuit fault-path of equal or lower weight than
that of the original physical fault-path. Nevertheless,
the error-pattern in the embedded circuit can be found
as one of the error patterns arising from this mocked-up
fault-path in the abstract circuit.
It is straightforward to extend this to routing sched-

ules with both types-1 and 2 SWAPs, by first viewing the
type-2 SWAPs as if they are computational gates. In this
case, we first absorb the faults from the type-1 SWAPs
into either the nearest type-2 SWAP or the computa-
tional layer in the manner described above. We are then
left only with faulty type-2 SWAPs immediately adja-
cent to computational layers, after removing the no-fault
type-1 SWAPs (which act now as ideal permutations).
The fault on each type-2 SWAP can then be absorbed
into its associated computational operation, and the cor-
responding abstract operation inherits that fault.
The above construction gives us the following Theorem

about the EPP nature of our routing schedules:

Theorem 1 (EPP routing schedules). Consider an ab-
stract circuit that employs a routing schedule with only
types-1 and 2 SWAPs. For every error-pattern that arises
in the embedded circuit from a fault-path in the physical
circuit, there exists an equal- or lower-weight fault-path
in the noisy abstract circuit that can give the same error-
pattern.

Theorem 1 allows us to argue that our routing sched-
ules preserve the fault-tolerance properties of an ab-
stract circuit. A quantum circuit, built upon an error-
correcting code, is fault tolerant if it does not convert
correctable errors into uncorrectable ones, even in the
presence of faults in the circuit. Concrete conditions can
be enforced to assure proper behavior of a circuit when
no more than t faults occur in the circuit, for a scheme
built upon a code that corrects errors on t or fewer qubits
(see, for example, Refs. [4, 24–26]). All such conditions
involve checks on the error-patterns in the circuit aris-
ing from fault-paths of weights t or smaller. Our EPP
routing schedule preserves the set of such error-patterns
according to Theorem 1, and hence the embedded cir-
cuit automatically inherits the fault-tolerance properties
of the abstract circuit. Put differently, if the abstract
circuit is such that t or fewer faults anywhere lead only
to correctable error-patterns, the physical circuit with t
or fewer faults also results in an embedded circuit with
only correctable error-patterns.
Of course, the embedded circuit will be noisier than

the noisy abstract circuit—the physical circuit, with the
added swap gates, has many more ways in which faults
can occur. The number of ways in which more than t
faults occur in the physical circuit will hence generally be
larger than that for the abstract circuit. These >t-fault
situations give the failure modes of the abstract or em-
bedded circuit, and determine the resulting logical error
rate. The noisier embedded circuit will thus have a larger
logical error rate, which translates into a more stringent
fault-tolerance noise threshold below which errors can be
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removed by noisy error correction. We illustrate these
points in our surface-code examples below.

We have thus reduced the problem of fault-tolerantly
embedding an abstract circuit on physical hardware to a
search of an EPP routing schedule. Embedding an ab-
stract circuit onto a given hardware topology falls under
the general problem of compilation of quantum circuits
using swap gates. This is well studied in the literature
[16–20], but current routing algorithms are insensitive
to fault-tolerance properties. By adding the EPP con-
straints of limiting to types-1 and 2 SWAPS, we are able
to easily adapt existing routing search algorithms; see
App. A.

IV. SURFACE CODE EXAMPLES

As an example, we apply our results to embed the er-
ror correction circuit for the rotated planar surface code
[27, 28]—a popular approach to error correction—on
hardware with heavy-hexagonal (as used in IBM Quan-
tum platforms) and hexagonal lattices as their device
graphs. The rotated planar surface code has data qubits
on the vertices of a square lattice, and X- and Z-type an-
cillary qubits at the centre of each plaquette in a checker-
board arrangement. The X and Z ancillas are used in
the syndrome extraction (SE) circuits shown in Fig. 1(b).
Syndrome extraction happens across the entire surface
code lattice simultaneously, with the X and Z SE cir-
cuits running in parallel and the CNOTs connecting each
ancilla with data qubits in a specified order [28]. Each
SE round thus comprises an ancilla-preparation layer, 4
CNOT layers, and finally a measurement layer. Our ab-
stract circuit here implements a full error-correction cy-
cle for a distance-d surface code, comprising d rounds of
syndrome extraction using the SE circuits, followed by
syndrome decoding to infer and (attempt to) correct the
errors. The CNOTs in the SE circuits give the interaction
graph a (rotated) square-lattice structure, a mismatch
with the heavy-hexagonal and hexagonal device graphs.

The periodic natures of the interaction and device
graphs allow us to reduce our embedding problem to
consider only unit cells of the lattices. This same unit
cell works for all distances of the surface code, as the
code grows only in area while retaining the local struc-
tures; the same routing schedule thus works for all dis-
tances. We choose an initial placement of the abstract
unit cell onto the device-graph unit cell, i.e., assign each
abstract qubit to a physical qubit, dividing the physi-
cal qubits into an initial arrangement of computational
and routing qubits; see Fig. 1(c). With these initial lay-
outs, we search for EPP routing schedules as described
in App. B 1, looking for ones with minimal depth. The
surface-code structure allows for a simple parameteriza-
tion of routing schedules, making for an easy search.

For the heavy-hexagonal situation, the minimal-depth
solution found by our algorithm comprises a total of five
SWAP layers per SE round, with each physical qubit (ex-

data qubit
X ancilla
Z ancilla
routing qubit
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(c)

(b)(a) 21
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7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

16 17

3 4
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4
2
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9

(d)

FIG. 1. The surface code examples. (a) The interac-
tion graph of the rotated planar surface code, shown for the
distance-3 case, with each edge colored according to the tem-
poral layer in which a CNOT occurs between the data and
ancilla qubits. The unit cell is enclosed in the dotted box.
(b) The initial placement of the abstract surface-code lattice
onto the heavy-hexagonal device graph. The corresponding
unit cell is enclosed in the dotted box. The analogous place-
ment for the hexagonal case can be found in App. B 5. (c) and
(d) show the X and Z syndrome extraction circuits, respec-
tively, with the qubit numbering and coloring of the CNOT
gates matching those in (a).

cluding the altogether unused ones) participating in 3.5
SWAPs on average (see App. B 4). At the end of one
SE round, the computational qubits are displaced one
unit cell diagonally from the initial layout positions; in
the next round, the directions and ordering of the rout-
ing moves are reversed—allowed by the symmetry of the
lattices—so that the computational qubits return to the
initial positions after yet another cycle, to prevent walk-
off of the embedded circuit. The minimal-depth EPP
schedule for the hexagonal situation is much simpler:
One needs only a single type-2 SWAP layer between the
final two CNOT layers for each SE round.

To illustrate the EPP nature of our routing schedules,
we perform numerical simulations (using Stim [29]) of
the physical circuits for different surface-code distances
d under circuit-level depolarizing noise characterized by
error probability p. We demonstrate the appearance of
a fault-tolerance threshold in a manner closely resem-
bling that of the abstract circuit, apart from a noise
rescaling explained below. To imitate the standard situ-
ation where one type of two-qubit gate is available, each
SWAP is composed from three consecutive CNOT gates,
needed also in the SE circuits. Pauli errors are inserted
at all layers of the circuit: initialization to |0⟩ and Z-
measurement suffer bit-flip X with probability p; non-
identity single-qubit gates have Pauli X, Y , or Z errors,
each with probability p/3; CNOT gates experience non-
identity two-qubit errors σi ⊗ σj , for σi, σj = 1, X, Y, Z,
each with probability p/15. Identity gates are treated
as ideal. This circuit-level noise is applied to the phys-
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ical circuits with our EPP routing for different d, and
we benchmark the logical error probability pL at the end
of the error-correction cycle against that for an abstract
circuit with the same circuit-level noise. For syndrome
decoding, we employ PyMatching [30, 31] based on the
minimum-weight-perfect-matching (MWPM) algorithm,
which remains applicable here (see App. B 3).

The results for the heavy-hexagonal case are given in
Fig. 2, with pL plotted against the effective error proba-
bility peff , equal to p for the abstract circuit, but rescaled
to the best-fit value of peff = 3.63p for the embedded cir-
cuit. This peff should be thought of as the effective error
probability for the embedded circuit, absorbing the noise
introduced by the extra swap gates into an effective noise
on the abstract qubits. The horizontal rescaling is done
to bring the pL curves for the the abstract and embedded
circuits on top of each other for easier comparison. We
see that, for each d, the gradients of the curves for the
abstract and embedded circuits match very well, demon-
strating the EPP nature of our routing schedule: The
gradient of the pL versus peff (or p) line tells us the num-
ber of faults the circuit is tolerant to, and a preservation
of the fault-tolerant nature of a circuit demands precisely
an unchanged gradient. Consequently, the lines for dif-
ferent d also intersect at the same point on the pL versus
peff graph, for both abstract and embedded circuits.
We thus conclude that our EPP routing schedule pre-

serves the fault-tolerant nature of the surface code er-
ror correction circuit, with a worsening of the threshold
by a factor of 3.63; this factor will be smaller if each
SWAP is a single high-fidelity operation, rather than
the three CNOTs assumed here. An analogous simula-
tion of the hexagonal situation gives similar results, with
peff = 1.25p in that case; see App. B 5. A straightforward
derivation (see App. B 2) yields an approximate expres-
sion for peff , giving peff ≃ 3.1p and 1.25p, respectively,
for the heavy-hexagonal and hexagonal cases. Devia-
tions from the best-fit values arise from taking a spatio-
temporal average of the routing schedule parameters, and
from ignoring the asymmetry in the Pauli errors intro-
duced by type-1 SWAPs.

Compared with recent proposals for implementing the
surface code on hexagonal [32] and heavy-hexagonal lat-
tices [33, 34], we see a threshold deterioration of the same
order of magnitude with the same spatial footprint. No-
tably though, those schemes relied on a modification of
the standard surface code SE circuits to have a hexagonal
interaction graph before the embedding; our approach re-
quires no such modification and is applicable to arbitrary
circuits and device graphs for which alternative interac-
tion graphs may not be possible.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

We have shown that a restriction to types-1 and 2
SWAPs results in EPP routing schedules, thus preserving
fault-tolerance properties of an abstract circuit. Noisy
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d=11, Embedded
d=15, Embedded
d=19, Embedded
d=27, Embedded
d=35, Embedded

FIG. 2. The logical error probability pL versus the effective
error probability peff for the example of the surface code em-
bedded onto the heavy-hexagonal lattice under depolarizing
noise with error probability p. For the benchmark noisy ab-
stract circuit, peff = p, the Pauli-error probability; for the em-
bedded circuit, peff = 3.63p, obtained by fitting both curves
for d = 35 below the threshold value.

type-1 SWAPs can in fact be thought of as interactions
between the computational qubits with a possibly spa-
tially and temporally correlated environment formed by
the routing qubits; the routing qubits move around as
SWAPs occur, but they never participate in the compu-
tational operations. From this perspective, that type-1
SWAPs preserve fault-tolerance properties becomes ob-
vious: Standard fault-tolerance requirements allow for
arbitrary, though limited (by the code correction capac-
ity), interactions with an environment [4, 35–37]. Type-2
SWAPs imitate the errors introduced by an existing in-
teraction in the abstract circuit. These two observations
give the intuition behind the fault-tolerance-preserving
nature of our routing approach.

The restriction to types-1 and 2 SWAPs is easy to ac-
commodate within existing routing algorithms. In our
surface-code examples, the problem symmetries further
enabled a concise search for the optimal routing schedule.
Relaxing the restriction to types-1 and 2 SWAPs might
be possible for surface codes, by including the expanded
set of error-patterns within the decoding algorithm, e.g.,
adding hypergraph edges in the syndrome lattice [38, 39],
but we leave this as a possibility for future investigations.

Our surface-code examples show a mild noise increase
in the embedded circuits from the added SWAPs. The
swap scheme can possibly be further optimized for lower
depth—at least for the heavy-hexagonal situation—by
choosing a different initial embedding. Our results do not
guarantee, for the surface-code examples or more general
situations, the existence of EPP routing schedules for
given interaction and device graphs. One might expect
a sparser embedding with more routing qubits to yield
EPP schedules more readily, but at the cost of a larger
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spatial footprint.
We note that our current routing search algorithm, for

simplicity, constrains SWAPs and computational gates
into separate circuit layers. For our heavy-hexagonal ex-
ample, we found an EPP routing schedule with 6 SWAP
layers per SE round; upon inspection, however, the cir-
cuit can be compressed—by allowing swap-gate CNOTs
and computational gates to occupy the same layers—into
a circuit depth equal to that of the minimal-depth solu-
tion discussed above. Interestingly, this 6-SWAP-layer
solution introduces only temporally, but not spatially,
correlated errors, a property that may be helpful in lim-
iting the spread of errors. A more flexible circuit compi-
lation program that allows for simultaneous circuit com-
pression and EPP routing search can potentially generate
more solutions, including ones with desirable features.

All in all, our work relaxes hardware connectivity re-

quirements for near-term fault-tolerant tasks. Its general
applicability provides a concrete route to implementing
arbitrary circuits on hardware in a fault-tolerant manner,
without having to redesign the abstract circuit. Our work
also motivates the development of native, high-quality
swap gates, such that the information transport itself
gives minimal increase in the overall noise. Perhaps, we
can eventually achieve with swap gates, the high-fidelity
information transport possible today in neutral-atom ex-
periments via optical tweezers [14].
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Appendix A: Search algorithms for EPP routing
schedules

Here, we discuss search algorithms for routing sched-
ules and explain how to incorporate our EPP constraints
in a straightforward manner. We focus on a simple search
procedure based on a greedy, distance-minimizing search
[18], but the same principles apply to other more elabo-
rate methods [18, 40, 41].

We begin with an abstract quantum circuit given as an
ordered product U = ULUL−1 . . . U1 of L layers, where
each Ui contains two-qubit gates with no overlapping
supports. We initialize E1

I , ..., E
L
I to be the edges in

the interaction graph GI corresponding to the two-qubit
gates in U1, ..., UL, respectively. The interaction graph
is denoted as GI ≡ (VI , EI), where VI(EI) is the set of
nodes(edges) of the graph; similarly, the device graph is
GD ≡ (VD, ED). For the embedding to be possible, we
must have |VD| ≥ |VI |. A qubit mapping p̂t denotes the
collective assignment of abstract qubits to physical qubits
at layer t.
Our goal here is to iteratively execute all two-qubit

gates in E1
I , ..., E

L
I , and we keep track of the executed

gates by removing them from the set. This is achieved
by using swap gates to bring abstract qubits next to one
another in the device graph GD ≡ (VD, ED), so that
the remaining gates can be executed. In other words,
defining d : VD × VD as the geodesic or shortest-distance
function between nodes in the device graph GD, for all
edges (q1, q2) ∈ EI

I , swap gates are used to update the
mapping p̂ so that d(q1, q2) = 1, in which case the edge
(q1, q2) can be removed from E1

I . To quantify the collec-
tive distance between qubits of all edges in an edgeset E,
define the objective function:

R(E) ≡
∑

(q1,q2)∈E

d(p̂(q1), p̂(q2)). (A1)

Firstly, an initial embedding p̂0 is chosen, possibly in a
manner that maximizes the number of executable edges
in the first layer E1

I . These edges are subsequently ex-
ecuted, i.e., removed from E1

I . Next, consider the set
of edges in GD where executing the corresponding swap
gates at those edges maximally decreases R(E1

I ). Here,
we further impose the EPP constraints that allow only
types-1 or 2 SWAPs. SWAPs are executed at these edges,
the embedding is updated accordingly (to p̂1), and the set
of remaining edges E1

I are checked to see if any satisfies
d = 1, in which case they are executed (removed from
E1

I ). If no SWAPs or gates in E1
I can be executed, one

of the remaining edges in E1
I is selected arbitrarily, and

a type-1 or 2 SWAP that decreases d is executed. The
above procedure is repeated until E1

I is empty, at which
point we move on to edges in the second layer E2

I , and
so on until E1

I , ..., E
L
I are all empty. If, at any step of

the way, a type-1 or 2 SWAP move cannot be found, the
algorithm fails and terminates without a solution.

If successful, the above algorithm returns an EPP rout-
ing schedule. If it terminates without a solution, either

an EPP schedule simply does not exist—this may be very
likely for highly constrained device graphs—or the above
greedy search must be improved to search through more
routing schedules, typically at the expense of higher com-
putational costs. One such improvement is to increase
the depth of the search in each iteration, i.e., allowing
the algorithm to look more than one move ahead to avoid
getting stuck at a local minima. We refer the reader to
Ref. [18] for further discussion of this aspect.
We elaborate on how this search algorithm was mod-

ified to produce EPP routing schedules for topological
codes such as the surface code in App. B 1.

Appendix B: Details on surface code examples

Here, we provide additional details for the surface code
examples discussed in the main text.

1. Search algorithm for surface code routing
schedules

Topological codes, including surface codes, possess a
large degree of locality and translational symmetry in
the defining code stabilizers, directly reflected in the SE
circuits and the associated interaction graphs. In cases
where the quantum device has similar symmetries (com-
mon in current quantum hardware architecture), these
properties can be leveraged to reduce the size of the rout-
ing search problem. Here, we describe a search algorithm
that yields constant-depth (i.e., does not scale with code
distance d) routing schedules for the surface code error-
correction circuit, with a computational cost that is in-
dependent of code distance. It can be straightforwardly
generalized to other topological codes. This algorithm
yields routing schedules for the examples discussed in the
main text, and in Apps. B 4 and B5.
Since the interaction graph of the surface code SE cir-

cuits and the device graphs are both periodic, with in-
variant local structures as the code-distance increases,
the core idea behind our approach is to embed a unit
cell of the interaction graph onto a unit cell of the device
graph, and subsequently search for the routing schedule
for this unit. This avoids the need to search across the
entire interaction- and device-graph lattices, which in-
crease in size with code distance. The resulting schedule
can then be tiled in a repeated manner up to the desired
code-distance, with tiles at the code boundary appropri-
ately truncated to ensure that lower-weight stabilizers at
the boundaries are measured correctly.
We begin by identifying the units cells of the interac-

tion and device graphs. A unit cell in the interaction
graph of the surface code is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The
computational qubits of the surface code can be classi-
fied into four species: the Z ancillas, the X ancillas, the
X-data qubits (defined as a data qubit connected hori-
zontally to two X ancillas in that layer of the the interac-
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FIG. 3. The d = 3 surface-code example. The interaction
graph is given in (a), and the heavy-hexagonal device graph
in (b). Unit cells are marked by the dotted boxes. The
four distinct types of qubits of the surface code are labelled
on the right. Also shown are the four CNOTs experienced
by an X-data qubit; gates C1, C2, C3, C4 correspond to red,
green, blue, yellow colored lines, respectively, in the interac-
tion graph (a), while the correspondingly colored arrows in
(b) mark the pairs of computational qubits in the device in-
volved in these operations.

tion graph), and the Z-data qubits (similarly defined as
a data qubit connected horizontally to two Z ancillas).
Each species of qubits can be distinguished by the order-
ing in which they interact with other qubits throughout
the computation, which can be observed from the interac-
tion graph and the ordering of CNOT gates of the surface
code in Fig. 1(a) and (b). For instance, while data qubits
interact with X and Z ancillas in an alternating fashion,
X- (Z-) data qubits interact with Z (X) ancillas first.
In the device graph, a unit cell that satisfies the same
translational symmetry as the surface code is identified,
marked by the dotted box in Fig. 3(b).

Next, a parametrization of the set of all routing sched-
ules is required. Our approach consists of two parts,
parametrizing the (1) initial embeddings and (2) swap
layers separately:

1. Parametrization of initial embedding. The four
qubit species are assigned onto the unit cell of the
device graph. If there are N lattice sites on the
unit cell, there are a total of NP4 possible assign-
ments. For the heavy-hexagonal lattice, N = 10,
giving 5040 possible initial assignments.

2. Parametrization of swap layer. A swap layer can
be defined by specifying the targets of the swap
gates applied to each of the four species of qubits.
For the heavy-hexagonal lattice, each qubit can ei-
ther be idling, or swapped with one of its two or
three neighbors, so there are ≤ 44 possible swap
layers, which can be further reduced by enforcing
the constraint on type-2 SWAPs. For convenience,
we arrange the heavy-hexagonal and hexagonal lat-
tices in a grid-like manner on a 2D plane as in
Figs. 1(b) and 3(b); this allows the action of each
swap gate to be associated with a permutation with
a qubit to its up (u), down (d), left (l), or right (r)
directions, or idling (i).

In summary, the number of possible L-swap-layer routing
schedules for a QEC code with n species of qubits embed-
ded onto a device graph of maximum degree ∆ with N
qubits per unit cell is upper-bounded by (NPn×n∆+1)L.

The general search algorithm of App. A can then be
adapted to obtain EPP routing schedules in a distance-
independent manner:

1. Initialize an embedding of the four species of qubits
in one of the NP4 possible assignments in the unit
cell in the device graph. For each of the four qubits,
track the targets of the embedded CNOT gates
(possibly located in adjacent unit cells), which de-
fines the distance/objective function Eq. (A1). For
example, for a particular X-data qubit, the targets
of the effective gates are represented as curved col-
ored lines labelled C1, C2, C3, and C4 in Fig. 3(b),
each corresponding to its abstract counterparts in
the interaction graph of Fig. 3(a).

2. Apply a swap layer (consisting of one of the di-
rections u, d, l, r, i on each species of qubit) that
minimizes the objective function Eq. (A1) for the
CNOT layer C1 in a greedy manner. The embed-
ding is updated.

3. Check for any executable gates in C1, i.e., if the
targets of the effective gates in layer C1 are next
to one another in the device graph in the current
embedding.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all gates in C1 are ex-
ecuted, after which steps 2 and 3 are repeated se-
quentially with C2, C3, and C4.

If successful, the result is a set of swap layers S1, S2, ...
interspersed between the CNOT layers C1, C2, C3, and
C4 that implements an EPP routing schedule.

2. Effective noise model

Here, we describe how to derive an effective noise
model on the embedded circuit for our surface-code ex-
amples. Apart from explaining how we arrive at the
scaled error probability parameter peff used in our plots
in the main text, this serves also as an explicit illustra-
tion of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 for the specific example
of Pauli noise.

The physical noise model used in our simulations is
that of depolarizing noise: A single-qubit gate sees a
Pauli X, Y , or Z error with probability p/3 each; a two-
qubit gate sees a two-qubit Pauli error with probability
p/15 each. Idling qubits are assumed to be noiseless.
Our discussion here, however, applies to a general Pauli
noise model, where the single- and two-qubit gates see
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the following noise channels,

Eq( · ) ≡
∑
α

pασα( · )σα (B1)

Eq1,q2( · ) ≡
∑
αβ

pαβσα ⊗ σβ( · )σα ⊗ σβ ,

where σα = I,X, Y, Z, for α = 0, 1, 2, 3. Note the trace-
preservation requirements: p0 = 1−

∑
α̸=0 pα and p00 =

1 −
∑

αβ ̸=00 pαβ . The depolarizing channel has pα ̸=0 =

p/3 and pαβ ̸=00 = p/15, so that p0 = 1 − p = p00. The
probability of an error in this case, whether it is a single-
or two-qubit channel, is then just p.
The situation of Pauli noise gives particularly simple

noise behavior, with faulty swap gates effectively intro-
ducing Pauli errors into the embedded circuit in an inde-
pendent manner. To see this, we consider the following
situation of two computational qubits c1 and c2 sequen-
tially coupled to a routing qubit r by type-1 SWAPs:

r c1

c1 c2

c2 r

If both SWAPs are faulty, each subjected to the two-
qubit noise channel Eq1,q1 , straightforward calculation
gives a product channel E ′

c1 ⊗E ′
c2 , where E ′

q is the single-
qubit channel,

E ′
q( · ) ≡

∑
α

(∑
β

pαβ

)
σα( · )σα (B2)

as the noise on the output computational qubits (trac-
ing away the routing qubit r). Faulty type-1 SWAPs
thus only introduce Pauli errors into the embedded cir-
cuit in an independent manner. In particular, the er-
rors on a computational qubit due to its participation
in a faulty type-1 SWAP can equivalently be thought
of as arising from a fault on that computational qubit
location in the embedded circuit, with an added prob-
ability p1-SWAP,α ≡

∑
β pαβ of σα error, in accordance

with Eq. (B2). For depolarizing noise on the swap gate,
p1-SWAP,α = 4p/15, and the total additional probability
of error is

∑
α=1,2,3 p1-SWAP,α = 4p/5.

We thus have a more concrete picture in this Pauli-
noise situation, compared with the general scenario of
Theorem 1, of how the errors due to swap gates can be at-
tributed to faults in the computational qubits. Consider
a swap sequence between two consecutive computational
layers. Every time a computational qubit participates
in a type-1 SWAP in that swap sequence, it acquires
an additional p1-SWAP,α for the probability of a σα er-
ror. The errors from faulty type-2 SWAPs are lumped
together with the associated (two-qubit) computational
gate at the end of the swap sequence. Note that, since
Pauli errors only either commute or anti-commute, the
order in which the Pauli errors occur during the swap

Pauli error probability
no error 1 ⊗ 1 1− p− pswap

[
4
5
(n1,1 + n1,2) + n2

]
σi ⊗ 1 1

15
[p+ pswap(4n1,1 + n2)], i = 1, 2, 3

1 ⊗ σj
1
15
[p+ pswap(4n1,2 + n2)], j = 1, 2, 3

σi ⊗ σj
1
15
(p+ pswapn2), i, j = 1, 2, 3

TABLE I. The effective noise channel on a CNOT in the
embedded circuit. The probability expressions are accurate
to linear order in p.

sequence do not matter; we need only keep track of the
accumulated probability of each kind of Pauli error. The
exact effective noise model thus depends on the details
of the full routing schedule, and can be very complicated
in general.

For our surface-code examples under depolarizing
noise, however, we can derive a simpler, albeit, approxi-
mate, description. We first observe that, for the SE cir-
cuits, all multi-qubit computational gates are two-qubit
CNOTs. The CNOTs in each SE circuit occur in 4 com-
putational layers, and every (abstract or computational)
qubit, apart from the boundary ones, participates in ex-
actly one CNOT in each layer. Between each pair of
CNOT layers, we insert swap sequences to route together
any pair of unconnected computational qubits that par-
ticipate in the same CNOT. Type-2 SWAPs are hence
allowed only between each such pair of computational
qubits. For a particular long-distance CNOT, suppose
the swap sequence needed to move a pair of compu-
tational qubits q1, q2 together has n1,1 and n1,2 type-1
SWAPs on q1 and q2, respectively, and n2 type-2 SWAPs.
Then, the effective noise of that CNOT in the embed-
ded circuit can be described as given in Table I. Here,
we have taken into account the added noise from the
swap sequence, as well as the original noise on the com-
putational CNOT itself. The swap gates are assumed
to be subjected to depolarizing noise with parameter
pswap[∼ O(p)], anticipating that the SWAPs are possi-
bly not native, but are made up of O(1) primitive gates.
From Table I, we see that the effective noise channel for

each CNOT (or, more generally, a two-qubit gate) in the
embedded circuit is an asymmetric Pauli channel, with
coefficients for the different Pauli errors that depend on
the details of the routing schedule; the asymmetry arises
from type-1 SWAPs. Nevertheless, one might hope for an
approximate summary of the behavior by a single effec-
tive noise parameter p′eff (where the prime on p′eff distin-
guishes it from the best-fit peff used in the main text and
Apps B 5) using spacetime averages of the routing sched-
ule parameters and ignoring the asymmetry. Specifically,
we regard the probability of no error (the 1 ⊗ 1 term in
Table I) as the p0 ≡ 1− p′eff parameter for a depolarizing
channel, replacing n2 and the sum of n1,1 and n1,2 by
their averages (indicated by a bar) over all qubits and
layers for the entire routing schedule:

p′eff ≡ p+ pswap

[
4
5n1 + n2

]
, (B3)

where n1 ≡ n1,1+n1,2 counts the average number of type-
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1 SWAPs experienced by a computational qubit. While
the single parameter p′eff cannot capture the asymme-
try present in the actual effective noise channel, for our
examples of heavy-hexagonal and hexagonal lattices, it
nevertheless provides a good summary—as confirmed by
our simulations—of the noise deterioration introduced by
our routing schedule, as we explain below.

In our simulations, each SWAP is composed from
3 CNOTs, with a two-qubit depolarizing noise (with
strength p) on each CNOT. The noise channel associated
with each SWAP can be easily shown to still be depo-
larizing noise, to linear order in p, but with the noise
strength pswap = 3p. Furthermore, for the hexagonal-
lattice example, where the optimal swap schedule em-
ploys only a single type-2 SWAP, that SWAP is always
adjacent to a computational CNOT. Under the 3-CNOT
decomposition of the type-2 SWAP, this gives 4 CNOTs
in a row such that a pair of CNOTs always cancels out,
leaving a remaining pair of CNOTs to implement both
the type-2 SWAP and the computational CNOT (this
cancellation argument applies generally for all routing
schedules, when type-2 SWAPs are decomposed in terms
of CNOTs). Allocating the noise from the computational
gate to one of the two CNOTs, and the noise for the swap
gate to the other, we can set pswap = p in this case.

Now, for the hexagonal case, we have n1 = 0 and n2 =
1/4, with the division by 4 accounting for the average
over the 4 CNOT computational layers. For the heavy-
hexagonal case, we have n1 = 3.5/4 and n2 = 0, with
3.5 being the average number of type-1 SWAPs per SE
round (with its 4 computational CNOTs) as stated in the
main text (and see App. B 4). Then, we have, for our two
examples, the following p′eff values:

heavy-hex.: p′eff = p+ (3p)
[
4
5 × 3.5/4 + 0

]
= 3.1p

hex.: p′eff = p+ p[0 + 1/4] = 1.25p. (B4)

These come close to the best-fit numerical peff values
given in the main text, and Eq. (B3) can be used as a first
estimate of how the noise strength gets rescaled by the
EPP routing schedule, and the corresponding threshold
deterioration.

3. Syndrome decoding for embedded circuits

Here, we describe how the error mechanisms of embed-
ded circuits can be incorporated into the surface code
syndrome decoding. As discussed in the main text, the
swap gates in the physical circuit can introduce corre-
lated errors in addition to existing errors in the abstract
circuit. These correlated errors, while not altering the
fault-tolerance properties of the code, can affect the ac-
curacy of the decoder. This is particularly so since dif-
ferent decoders for surface codes compete largely in the
space where there are more errors than guaranteed cor-
rectable by the code distance, and hence beyond the
fault-tolerance (and EPP) considerations. One expects

to be able to reduce the logical error rates by making
use of error-correlation information in the decoder. We
explain below how to incorporate that into the matching
graph of a minimum-weight perfect-matching (MWPM)
surface code decoder; the ideas can be extended to other
codes decoded in a similar manner.
We consider a distance-d surface code that corrects

up to t = ⌊d/2⌋ errors. We assume it has been em-
bedded into the hardware using an EPP routing sched-
ule. The decoder sees only the embedded circuit, not
the physical circuit; in particular, the matching graph—
which carries the information about where single errors
can occur in the circuit and with what weight (proba-
bility), and is used by the MWPM algorithm to decide
on the allowed matchings and corresponding weights—
contains only nodes and edges that represent data and
ancilla qubits of the embedded circuit. The matching
graph is constructed as follows:

1. Begin with the standard matching graph [27, 42]
for the abstract circuit, to capture the basic error
mechanisms present even without routing.

2. Types-1 and 2 SWAPs that fail independently
mimic existing error mechanisms of the abstract
circuit, and thus already exist as edges in the
matching graph. Incorporate these additional
sources of errors by locally updating their corre-
sponding edge weights, which yields noise strength
that are additive to the leading order.

3. Type-1 SWAPs that connect multiple computa-
tional qubits to the same routing qubit can gener-
ally lead to correlated errors. These can be incor-
porated by decomposing them in terms of their con-
stituent single-qubit error mechanisms. Explicitly,
all correlated error mechanisms of weight s ≤ t are
identified, which arise whenever the same routing
qubit is involved in s type-1 SWAPs. For each of
them, trace out the routing qubits to yield a spatio-
temporally correlated error mechanism involving s
locations. The noise strength of this error mech-
anism is simultaneously added to its constituent
single-qubit error mechanisms, each of which al-
ready exists as an edge in the matching graph.

This procedure yields a matching graph with the same
connectivity as that of the surface code, with updated
edge weights, which can be used for syndrome decoding
via the MWPM algorithm.
We note that the correlated errors can be directly in-

cluded as hyper-edges (i.e., edges joining more than 2
nodes) in the matching graph, instead of decomposing
them in terms of independent error mechanisms. This
improves the performance of decoding and thus lowers
logical error probabilities and threshold requirements, at
the expense of transforming the matching graph into a
hypergraph that requires a hypergraph matching algo-
rithm [38, 39]. Specifically, correlated errors involving s
qubits or fault locations appear as order-2s hyper-edges
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

X-data qubit

X ancilla

Z ancilla

Z-data qubit

routing qubit

(e) (f)

FIG. 4. Intermediate embeddings for the heavy-hexagonal
[(a)–(d)] and hexagonal [(e) and (f)] lattice EPP sched-
ules. Red, green, blue, and yellow colored edges denote
computational operations corresponding to the CNOT lay-
ers C1, C2, C3, and C4, respectively.

(i.e., edges joining 2s nodes) involving existing nodes in
the matching graph that can always be formed by the
union of nodes involved in s existing edges (each cor-
responding to an existing single-qubit error mechanism
that a faulty type-1 SWAP mimics). In our simulations,
we adopt the simpler approach of working only with
MWPM and a matching graph consisting of graph-like
edges (i.e., edges only join 2 nodes).

4. Further details of the heavy-hexagonal example

Here, we describe the routing schedule used in
our heavy-hexagonal lattice example, as found by the
greedy distance-minimizing routing algorithm described
in App. A. The precise moves of the EPP routing schedule
are given in Table. II, with intermediate embeddings dur-
ing CNOT layers illustrated in Fig. 4 (a)-(d). It consists
of 5 SWAP layers interspersed between the 4 computa-
tional CNOT layers of one round of syndrome extraction.
At the end of one full round, the computational qubits
are displaced one unit cell diagonally from their initial
positions, which are reversed in the next round by re-
versing the ordering and directions of the swap moves.

C1 S1 C2 S2 S3 C3 S4 S5 C4

X data d u r l l l u i u
Z data d u l i i r l l u
X ancilla u l l i i l l d d
Z ancilla u r r l l r i l d

TABLE II. 5-SWAP-layer routing schedule for the heavy-
hexagonal lattice example. The Ci columns are the computa-
tional CNOT layers while the Si columns are the swap layers.
For the Si columns, the symbols u, d, l, r, and i indicate
swaps of the qubit (row) with its neighboring qubit to move
up, down, left, right, or idle respectively. For the Ci columns,
the same symbols denote the direction of the qubit interact-
ing with it through a CNOT gate (i.e. the orientations of the
colored edges in Fig. 4).

C1 C2 C3 S1 C4

X data d r l r u
Z data d l r r u
X ancilla u l r r d
Z ancilla u r l r d

TABLE III. 1-SWAP-layer routing schedule for the hexagonal
lattice. Notations follow that of Table. II.
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FIG. 5. The logical error probability pL versus the effective er-
ror probability peff for the example of the surface code embed-
ded onto the hexagonal lattice under depolarizing noise with
error probability p. For the benchmark noisy abstract circuit,
peff = p; for the physical (embedded) circuit, peff = 1.25p ob-
tained by fitting both curves for d = 35 below the threshold
value.

Each data or ancillary qubit experiences, on average,
n1 = 3.5 and n2 = 0 type-1 and type-2 SWAPs respec-
tively. Decomposing each swap gate as 3 CNOT gates,
we find that it can be executed within 19 timesteps.
Notably, certain routing qubits in this schedule are in-
volved in type-1 SWAPs with computational qubits that
are not connected in the interaction graph, giving rise to
the possibility of spatio-temporally correlated errors as
mentioned in the main text.

5. Further details of the hexagonal example

Here, we describe the routing schedule used in our
hexagonal lattice example, as found by the greedy
distance-minimizing routing algorithm described in
App. A. The precise moves of the EPP routing sched-
ule are given in Table. III, with intermediate embeddings
during CNOT layers illustrated in Fig. 4 (e) and (f). It
consists of a single SWAP layer between the final pair of
interaction layers, consisting exclusively of type-2 swap
gates. There are also no routing qubits involved – ev-
ery physical qubit is mapped to a data or ancilla qubit
of the surface code. At the end of one full round, the
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computational qubits are displaced one unit cell horizon-
tally from their initial positions, which are reversed in
the next round by reversing the ordering and directions
of the swap moves.

Numerical simulations of the logical error probabilities
are given in Fig. 5. Each data or ancillary qubit ex-
periences n1 = 1 swap gates on average. Decomposing
each swap gate as 3 CNOT gates and simplifying the cir-
cuit via cancellations of two CNOT gates as described

in App. B 2, we find that it can be executed within 5
timesteps. Notably, this schedule saturates the naive
lower bound of 1 SWAP layer, necessary when embed-
ding a degree-4 interaction graph onto a degree-3 device
graph, and is therefore optimal in the number of swap
layers. In addition, since no routing qubits are involved,
it is also optimal in terms of the number of physical qubits
required to embed the surface code onto the hexagonal
lattice.
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